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Availability is the Holy Grail of database administrators.

If your data is not available, your applications can not

run, and therefore your company is losing business. Lost

business translates into lower profitability and, perhaps, a lower

stock valuation for your company. These are all detrimental to

the business, so the DBA must do everything in his power to

ensure that databases are kept online and operational. This has

been the duty of the DBA since the days of the first DBMS.

But the need for availability is increasing. The days of the long

batch window where databases can be offline for extended peri

ods to perform nightly processing are diminishing. Hxacerbating

this trend is the drive toward e-business. And when your business

is on the World Wide Web. it never closes.

These demands for higher availability make traditional

forms of database recovery inadequate. Today's DBA must

understand Transaction Recovery techniques to be able to pre

pare an optimal approach for every recovery situation. This

article will cover Transaction Recovery from a DB2 for

OS/390 point-of-vievv.

When DBAs hear the word "recovery." the first thing that usu

ally comes to mind is handling some sort of disaster. This disas

ter could be anything from a simple media failure to a natural dis

aster destroying your data center. Applications are completely

unavailable until the recovery is complete.

Another traditional type of recovery is a point-in-time (PIT)

recover}'. PIT recovery usually is performed to deal with an appli

cation level problem. Conventional techniques to perform a PIT

recovery will remove the effects of all transactions since that

specified point in time. This can cause problems if there were any

valid transactions during that timeframe that needed to be kept.

Transaction Recovery is a third type of recovery that addresses

the shortcomings of the traditional types of recovery: downtime

and loss of good data. Transaction Recovery is an application

recovery whereby the effects of specific transactions during a

specified timeframe are removed from the database.

Historically, recovery was performed primarily to overcome

disasters and hardware failures. However, this is simply not the

case anymore. Application failures, not hardware failures, are

the predominant drivers of recovery needs. Industry analysts at

(he GartnerGroup estimate that as much as 80 pereect of appli

cation errors are due to software failures and human error.

Although hardware and operating system failures were com

mon several years ago, modern hardware and operating sys

tems are more reliable, with a high mean time between failure.

In reality, except for disaster recovery tests, very few DBAs

need to perform true disaster recovery. While media does

fail, it's actually quite rare. User errors and application fail

ures are the most common causes of problems requiring

recovery, and therefore, the primary cause for system

unavailability. Any number of problems can occur at the

application level.

As databases grow in size and complexity, so do the

chances that bad transactions will corrupt the data on which

your business depends.

Transaction Recovery Defined

Transaction Recovery is the process of removing the undcsircd

effects of specific transactions from the database. This statement,

while simple on the surface, hides a bevy of complicated details.

Traditional recovery is at the database object level: for

example, at the tablcspace or index level. When performing a
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traditional recovery, a specific database

object is chosen, a backup copy of that

object is applied, and then log entries are

applied for changes that occurred after

the image copy was taken. This

approach is used to recover the database

object to a specific, desired point in

time. If multiple objects must be recov

ered, this approach is repeated for each

object impacted.

Transaction Recovery allows a user to

recover a specific portion of the table-

space, based on user-defined criteria, so

only a portion of the data is affected. Any

associated indexes are automatically

recovered as the transaction is recovered.

The transaction may impact data in multi

ple tablespaces, too.

A transaction is a set of related opera

tions that, when grouped together, define

a logical unit of work within an applica

tion. Transactions are defined by the

user's view of the process, for example,

the set of panels comprising a new hire

operation or perhaps the set of jobs that

post to the general ledger.

Using Transaction Recovery, applica

tion problems can be addressed quicker,

thereby maintaining a higher level of data

availability. The database does not always

need to be taken offline while Transaction

Recovery occurs (it depends on the type of

Transaction Recovery being performed).

There are three types of Transaction

Recovery: PIT, UNDO and REDO.

Good Transaction 1

Poinf-in-Time Recovery
Point-in-time recovery is the simplest

strategy. It also is the only one supported

by native DB2 utilities (see Figure 1).

With PIT recovery, you remove all trans

actions since a given point in time and

then manually reenter the valid work. The

desired result is to maintain "Good

Transaction 1" and "Good Transaction 2,"

while removing the "Bad

Transactions" from the system.

You must be able to deter

mine a common recovery

point for a set of tablespaces.

A DB2 QUIESCE works

fine, but if that is not avail

able, you will have to deter

mine a point of consistency

to be used for recovery.

After the point-in-time re

covery, good transactions are

missing from the database. If

the information is still avail

able, the user could rerun or

reenter "Good Transaction 2." Figure 2: UNDO Transaction Recovery

Regardless of the type of

recovery to be performed,

if the error that caused the

recovery to be performed is

caught too late, subsequent

processing could have

occurred using the "bad

data." How to deal with

these types of problems

depends on the nature of

the data and the type of

updates applied and needs

to be handled on an appli

cation by application basis.

UNDO Transaction

Recovery

The second possibility is to

deploy UNDO Transaction Recovery (see

Figure 2). This is the simplest type of

SQL-based Transaction Recovery. It

involves generating UNDO SQL state

ments to reverse the effect of the transac

tions in error. To generate UNDO SQL,

the DB2 log is read to find the data modi

fications that were applied during a given

timeframe and:

• INSERTS are turned into DELETEs

• DELETEs are turned into INSERTS

• UPDATES are reversed to UPDATE to

the old value

To accomplish this transformation, a

solution is required that understands

the DB2 log format and can create

the SQL needed to undo the data modi

fications.

Note that in the case of UNDO Trans

action Recovery, the portion of the data

base that does not need to be recovered

remains undisturbed. When undoing

erroneous transactions, recovery can be

done online without suffering an applica

tion or database outage. But, the potential

for anomalies causing failures in the

UNDO is certainly a consideration.

Point-in-time recovery - all transactions

from a quiet point are taken away.

You can perform a polm-in-iime recovery 10 eliminate

all the transactions. The database is briefly offline

during recovery.

Good Transaction 2

Recovery Started

Point-in-rime recovery to a quiet point

prior to the bad Iranioctiont.

Figure 1: Point-in-Time Recovery

UNDO - take away only the bad transactions.

You can apply UNDO SQL in get rid of bad transactions.

Database remains online - no hall lo normal processing.

Good Transaction T
Good Tronlait.on 1

UNDO Bad Traniactio

Generate UNDO SQL Rscovery Started

Apply UNDO SOL

REDO Transaction Recovery

The REDO Transaction Recovery strat

egy is a combination of the first two

recovery techniques we have discussed -

but with a twist (see Figure 3 on page 68).

Instead of generating SQL for the bad

transaction that we want to eliminate, we

generate the SQL for the transactions we

want to save. Then we do a standard PIT

recovery, eliminating all the transactions

since the recovery point. Finally, we

reapply the good transactions captured in

the first step.

Unlike the UNDO process, which

creates SQL statements that are de

signed to back out all of the problem

transactions, the REDO process creates

SQL statements designed to reapply

only the valid transactions from a con

sistent point of recovery to the current

time. Since the REDO process does not

generate SQL for the problem transac

tions, performing a recovery and then

executing the REDO SQL can restore

the tablespace to a state that does not

include the problem transactions.

To generate the REDO SQL state

ments, you will need a solution

that can read the DB2 log and

create the necessary SQL to

redo the data modifications.

When redoing transactions

in an environment where

availability is crucial, a PIT

recovery can be done, and

then the application and data

base can brought online. The

subsequent redoing of the

valid transactions to complete

the recovery can be accom

plished with the data online,

thereby reducing application

downtime.
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T Assessment Problems?

Let Us Solve Them.

As an IT professional, you're well aware that technology

spending is at an all-time high, and there's every indication

that the trend will continue. It is more important than

ever to implement a workable asset management plan.

Get the information you need at GartnerGroup's "IT

Asset Management 2000: Coming of Age in the

Millennium," June 26-27, and "SWAM1 2000: Challenges

of a New Century," June 28-29, both in New Orleans.

Objective strategy and analysis from

the world's leading IT experts.
GartnerGroup analysts are known around the world for

meticulous research and unbiased point of view about

today's key IT issues. That means youill get the detailed

information you need to make the right technology decisions

for your organization, a decided competitive advantage in

a world increasingly driven by the challenges, and the

opportunities, IT presents.

IT Asset Management 2000

Coming of Age in the Millennium

June 26-27, 2000

New Orleans, LA

SWAM I 2000

Challenges of a New Century

June 28-29, 2000

New Orleans, LA

Media Partner:
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Register online today at www.gartner.com/bam/usa and www.gartner.com/swami/usa

or call Ashley Pearce at 1-800-778-1997 or +1-203-316-6757.












